
School of Professor Brock

0 –2.25 minutes: 'Badger basics' and 'What does a badger look like?'
Badgers come out at night. This is called n_________________.    
They have a strong sense of smell.    It is __________ times stronger than our own.    

2.25 – 3.55 minutes: 'Where do badgers live?' 
A badger’s home is called a _______.    

3.55 –6.06 minutes: 'Family life'
A female badger is called a _______.    A male badger is called a _________.    
They live in a family group called a _________.    
Badgers cleaning their own fur, or each other’s, is called g___________.    

6.06 – 8:35 minutes: 'Cub life'
A baby badger is called a _____. 
Can you think of three adjectives to describe a baby badger?
_________________, _________________, _________________

8:35 –10.05 minutes: 'What do badgers eat?' 
When badgers look for food, we call this  f____________.    They eat both plants and
animals.    This means they are  o_________________.    A badger’s favourite food is
_______________.     They eat up to ______ of these per night. 
Can you name three other foods they eat?
-------------------------, -------------------------, ------------------------

10.05 – 11.45 minutes 'How do badgers communicate?'
The main sense badgers use to communicate is __________.

Video timings for this exercise 

KEY STAGE
 1

 

THE SECRET LIFE OF BADGERS
Teachers'

notes

This lesson is intended to be used in conjunction with the video: 'The Secret Life of
Badgers'.  The lesson can be used either as a re-cap following a first viewing of the video in
assembly, or to accompany a first viewing in the classroom.  

Learning Objectives
Pupils gain an introduction to badger biology and ecology
Pupils record facts accurately in a systematic fashion



School of Professor Brock
Pupil

worksheet

Badgers come out at night. This is called n_________________.    They have a strong sense of

smell.    It is __________ times stronger than our own.    A badger’s home is called a _______.   

 A female badger is called a _______.    A male badger is called a _________.    They live in a

family group called a _________.    Badgers cleaning their own fur, or each other’s, is called

g___________.    A baby badger is called a _____. Can you think of three adjectives to describe

a baby badger?

_________________, _________________, _________________

When badgers look for food, we call this  f____________.    They eat both plants and animals.    

This means they are  o_________________.    A badger’s favourite food is _______________.    

 They eat up to ______ of these per night. Can you name three other foods they eat?

-------------------------, -------------------------, ------------------------

The main sense badgers use to communicate is __________.

Watch the video and fill in the gaps!
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THE SECRET LIFE OF BADGERS

Label the picture of the badger using the words below 

Eyes Ears Nose Foot

Claws Tail Coat
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